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In order to survive in this demanding business world, you must be able to go with the capabilities of
other companies already aboard. This implies that you must always have access to your work
wherever you are. Thankfully for you, BlackBerry is here to help you do just that.

A software package offered by BlackBerry, the Enterprise Server allows the staff of big companies
to get their work files, emails, and other work-related applications via their personal BlackBerry
phones. This software is associated with other messaging and collaboration software like numerous
Microsoft applications or the Lotus Domino Server. This lets personnel that are not in the office to
handle their emails, book appointments, edit files, and employ business applications. Only a few
businesses are able to afford this software though, and that's why BlackBerry launched the
Enterprise Server Express for smaller businesses.

What does this indicate to owners of small businesses?

The Enterprise Server Express is basically meant to be the little brother of the original Enterprise
Server. It is built on a similar system, and has most of the same functions and features. The
distinction between the two is the price. Additionally, the Express version has less client access
licenses, which means the number of individuals who can use the software.

What applications are supported by the Express version?

It would be far better to ascertain what programs arenâ€™t backed up by the Express version than those
that it does assist. Certain premium programs that exist only in the complete version, such as
Enterprise Instant Messaging Clients, BlackBerry Mobile Voice System, and Chalk Pushast
software, arenâ€™t supported by the Express version. Apart from these, you can do almost everything.

What do I get?

If you acquire this software from a trustworthy vendor, the standard number of server CALs you will
get would be 75, which means that 75 people can work with the software once it has been installed.
You can also decide to include another 75 to this number if you want. All you have to do is add a
few dollars in addition to your original purchase.

How does it benefit IT administrators?

The IT department of your company will also be glad to understand that they can also obtain over
35 IT controls and policies. They can gain access to a server client access license and wipe the
phone from another location, or reset the passwords. The original version offers approximately 400
IT controls and policies.

You need a trustworthy server with enough server CAL capacity of your business, so why don't you
employ this? For more information, you can go to blogs.blackberry.com/2010/03/blackberry-
enterprise-server-express-frequently-asked-questions/ or
us.blackberry.com/business/software/besx/.
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For more details, search a server CALs, a server client access license, and a server CAL in Google
for related information.
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